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evaluation

■   combines grip and pinch strength
testing in one device

■   unit can perform four grip tests
(maximum, 5-position, rapid exchange
and fatigue) and three pinch tests (key,
palmar and tip)

■   200 lb force capacity
■   unit contains: test forms, wall chart, case, 3.7V

rechargeable lithium ion battery and AC adapter
 12-0298W         MF4, wireless                                            1,095.00 
 12-0298WC      MF4, with clinical software                        1,595.00 
 12-0298WD      MF4, with data collection software            1,595.00 
 12-0298WCD    MF4, with both software packages           2,095.00 

■   ideal for routine screening and ongoing
evaluations

■   unit can perform four grip tests
(maximum, 5-position, rapid exchange and fatigue)

■   unit contains: test forms, wall chart, case, 3.7V
rechargeable lithium ion battery and AC adapter

 12-0277W MF HandGRIP, wireless  355.00 
 12-0277WC MF HandGRIP, with clinical software  855.00 
 12-0277WD MF HandGRIP, with data collection software  855.00 
 12-0277WCD MF HandGRIP, with both software packages  1,355.00 

MicroFET 4™ grip/pinch tester MicroFET HandGRIP™

ErgoFET™ MMT

push

dynamometers

pinch

grip
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■   displays peak force and time duration
■   push attachments ensure proper muscle

isolation for increased testing validity
■   pull attachments 
■   push and pull forces accurate to within 1%
■   300 lb capacity
■   includes: 3 push attachments, 2 pull hooks, D-ring

strap, extension post, test forms and (2) 3.7V
rechargeable lithium batteries with AC adapter

 12-0461W        EF, wireless                                               1,395.00 
 12-0461WD      EF, with data collection software               1,895.00 

pull

MicroFET™

■   measure peak force, average or 3-second
average force

■   push and pull attachments allow for a wide
variety of strength measurement tests

■   use removable handles when measuring
higher forces

■   500 lb push capacity, 200 lb
pull capacity

■   includes: 3 push attachments,
2 pull hooks, D-ring strap, extension post,
test forms, handles, wall chart, case, 3.7V
rechargeable lithium battery and AC adapter

 12-0460W        EF500, wireless                                                  1,395.00 
 12-0460WD     EF500, with data collection software                 1,895.00 

ErgoFET 500™ push-pull dynamometer

push

pull
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